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Introduction
•
•
•
•
•

Semantic memory is memory for concepts1
Episodic memory is memory for events linked to a specific time and place1
False memory is remembering an event differently from how it occurred2
Semantic overlap increases false memory3
Episodic overlap can reduce the ability to differentiate between events4
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Question
• To what extent does semantic and episodic overlap contribute to false memory?

•

• Hypothesis 1: attention will be oriented toward the specific details of an event,
inhibiting false memory formation
• Hypothesis 2: attention will be oriented toward the shared features between
events, promoting false memory formation
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Lures with strong semantic overlap are more likely to elicit false
alarms when episodic overlap is weak.

Future Directions
•
•
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Participants experience high confidence
false memories.
Lures with strong semantic overlap and
weak episodic overlap are the most
likely to elicit false memory.
Furthermore, items with strong semantic
overlap and weak episodic overlap are
more likely to elicit an “old” response.
Episodic and semantic overlap may play
similar roles in promoting true and false
memory
This supports hypothesis 1: When
events have semantic and episodic
overlap, attention is drawn to specific
details, inhibiting false memory.
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•

Continue data collection.
Analyze the influence of semantic and
episodic overlap on unsure versus
confident responses.
Analyze the influence of semantic and
episodic overlap for “new” responses.
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Open Questions

MOP?

• How are these effects supported by
the brain?
• How do these effects change over the
lifespan?
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Participants falsely remember with high confidence
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•

More confident responses have faster
reaction times

•

Participants most quickly give high
confidence “old” responses to lures
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Targets with strong semantic and weak episodic overlap are most
likely to be classified correctly as “old”.
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